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Be it on the 3D Field or target archery lanes, the S1.2 with its unique vibration dampening T-WILL 30K carbon lay-
up, has shown time and again that it is a reliable and record breaking design. The new 2017 S1.2 will come in 
Stealth Satin Black aluminum endcaps to ensure the most economic weight distribution on your bow. Designed Stealth Satin Black aluminum endcaps to ensure the most economic weight distribution on your bow. Designed 
specifically for the compound male archer who demands stiffness when applying 15 ounces or more of weights.

The S1.1 is  a World Championship medal winning South African made stabilizer. With the same technology as the 
S1.2, the S1.1 is designed to be lighter and better suited to provide a lower stiffness all-carbon rod for female/male 
compound archers, as well as recurve archers who do not utilize as many weights as the male compound archer. 

With the unique hand-laid carbon fiber lay-up, GRAY carbon fiber rods 
provide a compromise between stiffness and vibration dampening. The 
carbon lay-up also provides resistance to crushing, which in turn results in 

TECNOLOGIES: GROVE & LOCK

All end caps are machined to a 5/16th UNF thread and contain the GRAY Archery GROVE & LOCK 
technology which prevents any rods from withdrawing from its housing

Long Rod Lengths: 30,31,32,33,34”
Side Rod Lengths: 10,12,13.5,15” 

carbon lay-up also provides resistance to crushing, which in turn results in 
a tough carbon rod. GROOVE & LOCK

Side Rod Lengths: 10,12,13.5,15” 
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ANTI –ROTATION GROOVE

The GRAY S1 Adjustable V-Bar uses the industry tried and trusted cone in cone clamping mechanism which will 
enable a complete 360°adjustment of your side rods. The v-bar is also wider than most V-Bars of its kind and 
this allows for fixing of the v-bar onto wide and cumbersome bows.this allows for fixing of the v-bar onto wide and cumbersome bows.

The V-bar also comes with an anti-rotation groove which is compatible with competitor bows.
The rest of the V-Bar is anodized matt black and is designed to be a stiff, light and simple adjustable V-Bar. 

WeightWeightWeightWeight:::: 293g with eyebolt, 224g without  eyebolt (half mount 198g with Eyebolt)293g with eyebolt, 224g without  eyebolt (half mount 198g with Eyebolt)293g with eyebolt, 224g without  eyebolt (half mount 198g with Eyebolt)293g with eyebolt, 224g without  eyebolt (half mount 198g with Eyebolt)
MaterialMaterialMaterialMaterial: : : : 6082 T6 and 316 SSMaterialMaterialMaterialMaterial: : : : 6082 T6 and 316 SS
DimensionsDimensionsDimensionsDimensions:  :  :  :  114mm (82mm) wide minimum, 57mm tall, 48mm deep
ColourColourColourColour:::: Matt black
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Even with one of the smallest and simplest  products 
that GRAY Archery produces, there is technology 
present. 

The black 2 ounce weight comes standard with the 
SWART  coating. The SWART coating, which was 
originally developed for the defense industry, was 
engineered to be a hardy black stainless steel coating 
that was designed not to lift or expose metal when 
tools were used on the components. tools were used on the components. 

In other words, the coating is not a black paint which 
can chip and secondly the weight is still stainless steel 
in body and not a black oxide coated steel. 

We always look at other industries and see where we We always look at other industries and see where we 
can apply even some of the most simplest  
technologies that we know will have a big impact.

We also listen to archers and provide a  semi-
permanent 1/2“,  1/4 UNC or 5/16 UNF which enables permanent 1/2“,  1/4 UNC or 5/16 UNF which enables 
the archer to attach the weight to the stabilizer 
individually. 

WeightWeightWeightWeight: : : : 63 g (2.2 ounces)
Maximum widthMaximum widthMaximum widthMaximum width: : : : 12mm
Maximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameter: r: r: r: 30
MetalMetalMetalMetal colourcolourcolourcolour optionsoptionsoptionsoptions: : : : Matt black (SWART coated) or MetalMetalMetalMetal colourcolourcolourcolour optionsoptionsoptionsoptions: : : : Matt black (SWART coated) or 
machine finish stainless steel

TECNOLOGIES:
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The DampeRing is the new and revolutionary damping 
technology from  GRAY Archery which we believe will be 
the new standard in stabilizer vibration isolation. 

The secret of the DampeRing lies in its simple yet 
effective design which is interchangeable on all 
stabilizer systems on the market. 

The DampeRing is essentially a self contained weight 
damping system which is designed to isolate all the damping system which is designed to isolate all the 
weights on your stabilizing system without  adding 
undesired length of a rubber damper. 

The DampeRing uses two c-spanners to loosen and 
tighten the weights ensuring that the archer is able to 
loosen his weights.loosen his weights.

So in short, each and every weight on your stabilizer has 
its own miniature vibration damper which comes in the 
form of the GRAY DampeRing.

The vibro elastomer ring  comes in a range of coloursThe vibro elastomer ring  comes in a range of colours
which provides you, the archer, the opportunity to  
customize your stabilizer setup.

WeightWeightWeightWeight: : : : 73.2g (2.58 ounces)WeightWeightWeightWeight: : : : 73.2g (2.58 ounces)
Maximum widthMaximum widthMaximum widthMaximum width: : : : 14mm
Maximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameter: r: r: r: 36 mm 
MetalMetalMetalMetal colourcolourcolourcolour optionsoptionsoptionsoptions: : : : Matt black (SWART coated) with 
or machine finish stainless steel.
InnerInnerInnerInner colourcolourcolourcolour options: options: options: options: Oxide Red, Electric Blue, White 

and Backand Back
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When you are on the  hunt at full draw with that buck  
lining up with the pin, you are not worried about the 
label on your equipment or how great our setup looks or  
even  how much carbon you have on your bow . You are even  how much carbon you have on your bow . You are 
thinking about not missing, you know that you are not 
allowed to miss. You trust that your equipment is ready 
to dispatch that arrow to its  target.

The GRAY HS 1 makes it simpler to take that shot. By 
adding the GRAY HS 1 stabs to your hunting setup, it adding the GRAY HS 1 stabs to your hunting setup, it 
not only enables you to have a more stable sight picture 
but also allows you to have more confidence in your 
shot by increasing the inertia of the bow system  and 
inherently be more accurate.

The GRAY HS 1 is not just about stability but it’s also The GRAY HS 1 is not just about stability but it’s also 
about being tough. The  GRAY HS 1 is designed using 
high strength E GLASS  fiber on the outer layer of the 
rod whilst protecting the ultra high strength carbon 
fiber core. 

Using  this layup has two main advantages when Using  this layup has two main advantages when 
compared to other full carbon rods. Firstly the E GLASS 
fiber is far more resistant to impact loadings  when 
compared to Carbon fiber. Secondly,  using this 
configuration will give you better natural damping from 
the rod by reducing the overall stiffness of the rod  
which is already compromised by the short length.
the rod by reducing the overall stiffness of the rod  
which is already compromised by the short length.

WeightWeightWeightWeight: : : : 73.2g (2.58 ounces)
Maximum widthMaximum widthMaximum widthMaximum width: : : : 14mm
Maximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameter: r: r: r: 36 mm 
MetalMetalMetalMetal colourcolourcolourcolour optionsoptionsoptionsoptions: : : : Matt black with red inner or 
Maximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameteMaximum diameter: r: r: r: 36 mm 
MetalMetalMetalMetal colourcolourcolourcolour optionsoptionsoptionsoptions: : : : Matt black with red inner or 
machine finish stainless steel with blue inner
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